
30kW and 60kW 



Explore the cutting-edge Titan DC, a 30kW and 60kW 

commercial EV charger that redefines reliability, and value. 
Titan represents the next generation of charging offering an 
ergonomic, adaptable, and innovative design compatible 
with all EV cars in Australia.

At Ocular engineering, power meets efficiency, ensuring a 
seamless user experience for charging your electric vehicles 
and fleets. Its class leading, weather-resistant and compact 
hardware can effortlessly be installed or mounted on the wall or 
floor providing unparalleled flexibility. Featuring dual charging 
capabilities, Titan’s intelligent design facilitates simultaneous 
charging for two vehicles. 

The Titan range is OCPP 1.6 & 2.0 compatible for smart 
charging, billing and secure identification. Interact effortlessly 
with the charger through the 8″ LCD touchscreen, which 
displays key information and charging statistics, making your 
charging experience not just efficient but user-friendly. 

Charging ahead, 

Powering tomorrow.



Exceptionally cost-effective, 
ensuring superior value for your 

investment. Experience reliability and 
power combined, delivering 

top-notch features for the perfect 
balance, ideal for value-conscious 

consumers.

Titan's innovative modularity 
outpacing the competition for a 

seamless and dependable charging 
experience. The reliable charging 

minimizes wait times and gets you 
back on the road faster.

Ergonomic yet high-performing 
design enhances comfort and 
safety without compromising 
functionality. Streamlined for 

efficiency, Titan ensures a minimal 
footprint, complemented by 

lightweight cables for user-friendly 
ease of use.

https://ocularcharging.com.au/success-stories/
https://ocularcharging.com.au/success-stories/
https://ocularcharging.com.au/about/
https://ocularcharging.com.au/about/


Transforming the landscape of heavy-duty transportation, buses 
and trucks embrace a fast, reliable, and efficient power source, 
promising zero emissions. Join us in electrifying the journey and 
driving sustainability forward—one charge at a time.

  Reforming urban mobility, Titan chargers play a pivotal role in
 powering public cars, marking a shift towards sustainable and
   accessible charging infrastructure. Welcome the ease of electric   
   mobility as we empower the public to choose a greener path forward.

Turning electric mobility from possibility to reality, Titan fuels fleets with the 
silent power of electricity, propelling them into a future of clean and efficient 
transportation. Witness large fleets silently navigating the road, marking a 
new era where sustainability and innovation converge to shape the future.



Empower your business with Titan 
— the symbol of intelligence and 
capability. The 30kW and 60kW are 
designed to prioritise modularity for 
easy maintenance. Titan combines 
smart technology with robust 
reliability for an unparalleled charging 
experience that is compatible with all 
EVs from public cars, buses, trucks 
to fleet vehicles.

• RCD inbuilt 

• Built-in 4G modem    

• MID metering 

• OCPP 1.6 & 2.0 

• Metallic frame

• Simplified maintenance
• Wall and Floor Mounted Options 

• Load Manageable 

• Compact size 85kg 

• Up to 360km of additional range 

per hour

30kW AND 60kW

Cable 

Management

RFID Scanner

LCD Screen

LED Indicator



Prioritizing simplicity and convenience, 
users can enjoy a quick and hassle-free 
installation experience. 

Easy Installation 

Enjoy peace of mind with predictable 
stock flow, uninterrupted delivery, 
stable inventory levels, and spares in 
stock to minimize downtime.

Stock Available in Australia



We recognize the importance of a 
thriving business; earn revenue 
through public billing and software.

Generate Revenue

Our dedication to customer satisfaction 
extends beyond the sale, providing 
unparalleled after-sales support by experts.

Reliability and Support 

Each unit undergoes meticulous testing 
and configuration to ensure peak 
performance right out of the box .

Pre-Commissioned 



TITAN DC 

CHARGER 

DATASHEET

Model

Power Output
Number of Charging Ports

Plug Type

Input Voltage

Power Factor
Frequency (Hz)
Efficiency

Output Voltage
Output Current
Display

User Authentication

Emergency Stop

Charging Cable Length

Network Interface
OCPP
Operating Temperature
Working Humidity
Altitude

IP Rating

Cooling

Mounting Type

Dimensions  (H x W x D mm)
Net Weight

Electrical Protection 

Certification

Supported Language

Warranty

CCS2 as standard, other options available on request
3-Phase 400V±15% AC

>=0.99

50/60Hz
94%

150V-1000V DC

8" TFT LCD touch screen
RFID Card, Mobile App, Remote Access

Push Button

7m Straight Cable

Ethernet, 4G

OCPP1.6J, OCPP2.0.1
(-30℃ to +55℃) in operation, (-40℃ to +75℃) in storage

95% relative humidity, non-condensing

Up to 6000 feet (2000 m)
IP54

Forced Air
Wall or floor via optional pedestal

770 x 690 x 355 mm

24 months standard - warranty extention available

Language selectable by user on screen - English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, 
Portuguese, Russian, Čeština, Finnish, Chinese, Japanese, Romanian, Thai, Arabic, Turkish

CE, IEC/EN 61851-1, IEC/EN 61851-23, IEC/EN 61851-21-2, RCM

Over current, Short circuit, Over voltage, Under voltage, Ground fault, 
Lightning surge, Over temperature

OC-30HY1 OC-60HY2
30 kW 60 kW

1 2

100A DC Max 200A DC Max

75 kg 85 kg



POWERING THE JOURNEYS OF 



1300 912 650sales.ocularcharging.com.auocularcharging.com.au

Charging ahead, powering tomorrow.

Tel:1300 912 650
mailto:sales.ocularcharging.com.au
https://www.ocularcharging.com.au
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ocular-charging
https://www.youtube.com/@ocularcharging4849
https://www.instagram.com/ocularchargingofficial
https://www.facebook.com/ocularcharging

